CONCLUSION
is, however, is the joining of certain conceptions of economic
Conservatism and reconstruction to apparently irrelevant re-
ligious and philosophical systems. We have tried to show how
certain features of French history and development make this
connection less irrelevant than it would seem at first sight, but
there is little hope for France until some of these connections
are broken, and a real " Third France " arises, with a new
conception of political and economic freedom. This conception,
however, requires not merely abstract speculation but a new
technique of administration and experiments in government,1
and the question arises whether any new technique of govern-
ment can give the French the sense of what freedom really is.
Can they once and for all realize the futility of establishing
freedom by dictatorial methods?2 Are they really capable of
developing an  adequate  sense  of individual responsibility,
which is a very different thing from the current conceptions
of " individualism " and which  neither   State nor Church
education try and develop ? Can they acquire the group-sense
in which alone, in  the  complex world  of to-morrow, will
freedom find any adequate realization ? Will they ever under-
stand that coercion does not destroy opinions, and take to heart
the lesson of Montesquieu: " Despotic governments believe
that by preventing discontent from expressing itself in lawful
acts they are also preventing it from expressing itself in any
unlawful and dangerous ways. They are often victims of that
mistake, and cause revolutions to arise for the excesses of
which they are solSly responsible " ? Can they understand that
1	See on this whole question the volumes of the Ribliothtyue syndic aliste,
referred to in the previous chapter, and the writings of Lucien Romier. There
is at present more creative energy among bourgeois syndicalists than among
orthodox socialists.
2	" Le peuple, obse'dd par la vision de 1789, donne tout pouvoir a un
gouvernement pour appliquer et deVelopper sagement les principes de la
Revolution. Invariablement le gouvernement profite de ce pouvoir pour
6tendre ses attributions, pour consolider et perfectionner la jrestauration de
T ancien regime. Au bout de quinze ans, plus on moins, la nation sent qu'elle
est trompe*e: elle brise son gouvernement et en" constitue rite un autre .
qui reprend et continue 1'ceuvre du prudent En re'alite' ce que les Francais
cherchent depuis le commencement du siecle, c'est une dictature qui les
conduise ft la liberty " (Cotircelle-Seneuil, UHMtast&l* Evolution, 1871).
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